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Important notice

This is not a consumer advertisement. It is intended for professional financial advisers and should not be relied upon by

private investors or any other persons. The views expressed within this document are those of Legal & General Investment

Management Limited, who may or may not have acted upon them. Legal & General Investment Management Limited is

authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is the Investment Adviser to the Legal & General Mixed

Investment funds, UK authorised unit trusts. The value of investments and any income from them may fall as well as rise,

and investors may get back less than they invest. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Exchange rate

changes may cause the value of any overseas investments to rise or fall. Mixed Investment funds are sensitive to interest

rate changes. At times, especially over shorter timescales, lower risk-profiled funds may fall in value by more than higher

risk-profiled funds. An increase in medium to long-term interest rates is likely to reduce the value of an investment in these

funds. The funds invest in riskier bonds, known as sub-investment grade bonds. These bonds pay higher interest rates to

try to provide more attractive income returns. The value of property is generally a matter of valuer’s opinion rather than fact.

Details of the specific and general risks associated with the funds mentioned are contained in the Key Investor Information

document(s).Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

THE HEADLINES

• Large upside surprise in the US jobs report…

•…Euro area inflation reaches a record high…

•…China marginally relaxes stance on COVID-19 but still

very much in restrictive mode

MARKET OVERVIEW

After some respite for markets in July, August was a return to

some of the trends we saw in the first half of the year with

weak risk markets and few signs of bonds coming to the

rescue. This was despite a positive start to the month with a

large upside surprise in the monthly jobs report in the US and

a lower-than-anticipated headline inflation reading. The tides

started to turn with hawkish messaging from Fed Chair Powell

at the annual Jackson Hole Symposium. In Europe, inflation

reached 9.1%, a record high since the formation of the euro

area. This led to some similarly hawkish ECB messaging.

Beyond monetary policy, there was positive news from China

as the government boosted funding for the deeply distressed

property developer market and appeared to marginally relax

its stance on COVID-19.

In equities, Europe (based on local currency returns) was one

of the weakest regions, driven largely by increased recession

risk for the region, with US equities not far behind. One

notable exception in equities was emerging markets, which

posted a positive return for the month. Turning to bonds, it was

a real rout for sovereigns and credits alike across developed

markets as investors became increasingly worried about the

actions central banks are going to have to take to cool

inflation. Emerging market debt, particularly in local currency,

was a notable outperformer.

FUND PERFORMANCE REVIEW

The Mixed Investment Funds’ performance was negative in

August. The funds with more exposure to equites fared better

than the funds with more bond exposure given particularly

weak performance from bonds. Investment grade credit was

the largest detractor this month.

We reduced our allocation to global equities over the month

due to concerns over the increasing probability of a US and

European recession in our assessment. From a fixed income

perspective, however, we believed bond investors were more

focused on the threat of inflation than a potential recession,

which would lead to expectations of more monetary tightening,

so we slightly reduced our exposure to US government bonds.

Turning to corporate debt, we have seen credit spreads widen

as interest rates have been rising and with the aforementioned

growth concerns, particularly in Europe. This reached

attractive enough levels, in our view, to marginally reduce our

longstanding underweight to global investment grade credit in

August.

We had previously increased exposure to global inflation-

linked bonds and took profits on this in August as inflation

pricing moved higher.
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RECENT PORTFOLIO CHANGES

MARKET OUTLOOK

The current market environment presents a challenging backdrop for investors to navigate, with a mix of factors including high gas prices

in Europe and a more hawkish interpretation of the US Federal Reserve’s future policy all causing jitters in markets. The message from our

economists is crystal clear – Europe is heading into recession and the US is deep into the late cycle with growth receding and likely to be

moving into its own recession next year.

Against this backdrop and following the rally in July and early August, we toned down our positive view on equities and remain cautious on

credit. However, we are not yet inclined to cut our equity view altogether. If inflation softens and economic growth remains healthy in the

months ahead, investors may be lured into believing a so called ‘soft landing’ of the US economy may be possible and recession averted.

We are monitoring various factors including supply chains, commodities and importantly the labour market to gauge if such a soft landing

is actually achievable, but believe the possibilities are limited. From here, a reduction in our equity allocations could be triggered by either

a bout of strength in markets that is unwarranted based on the fundamentals, or simply with the passage of time as we march closer to a

potential US recession. Other signposts such as investor sentiment and developments in Ukraine will also guide our decision-making

framework.
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